












Presenter
Presentation Notes
THE VAGUS NERVES:The 10th cranial nerves, called the vagus nerves, are one pair of 12 cranial nerves in the body. It’s responsible for various bodily functions, including digestion, heart rate, and breathing.They come in pairs and help link the brain with other areas of the body, such as the head, neck, and torso.Deep breathing stimulates them.Today were going to use deep breathing and visualization to help us relax and focus.ASK PARTICIPANTS:Where is your happy place? The place you can go to for peace and joy. Maybe it's anywhere in nature, or in a library, or listening to music.Wherever that place is for you, sit up straight, close your eyes and listen to my voice as you image yourself in your peaceful place.
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Presentation Notes
Write down on a post-it notes, one Guideposts that teaches you something about yourself or one that may challenge you
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Presentation Notes
In each of the first two PEACE series, we've discussed Unconscious Bias. From your pre-assessment feedback, many of you are already familiar with Unconscious Bias. So today will be a brief review.One of the reasons we continue to include it in our discussions, is because it remains one of the biggest barriers to equitable engagement in our coalitions and in our interactions within the communities.ASK: "Who can tell me what unconscious bias means to you?"Unconscious Bias refers to social stereotypes about certain groups of people that is formed outside of our own conscious awareness. Bias can stem from preconceived notions, past experiences, or gut instinct. Unconscious Bias can impact what we think of people (judge) and how we treat people perceived as different from us (actions) and the decisions we make- understanding, actions and decisions.ASK PARTICIPANTS:Why is it so important to be mindful of Unconscious Bias?If not addressed, it will impede unity, inclusiveness, creativity and growth.It isn't enough to know what is, we must be intentional addressing it everyday.
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ASK PARTICIPANTS:What are some misconceptions around unconscious bias that you've heard?How is it possible to have good intension and have biases? How can both be true at the same time? Not all biases are bad- what about Gamecock vs Clemson bias, or if you have a preference for garnet vs orange.We get into trouble when we base our understanding and decisions on stereotypes about.ASK: "How are unconscious beliefs formed without us knowing?"1) upbringing- stereotypes passed down through family, friends and2) ASK: What role does the media play in reinforcing bias? How is the protagonist in major films? News stories characterize POC using negative descriptors & pictures- white mass shooters are described positively (he was kind, quiet, nice guy with a clean-cut picture from the high school yearbook.3) Not having exposure to anyone or anything different from us- it makes us fearful of what is unfamiliar and unknown to usFrom birth to adulthood and throughout life we have a myriad of daily influences and experiences that automatically feed our bias without us knowing. How brain is wired to file away all of those influences (i.e. stereotypes), experiences and information and recall 10-11 million pieces of information every second as rapidly as possible.ASK: "How does the brain process so much data?"In order to process large amounts of data (the brain creates short cuts).EXERCISE:Let's try and a quick exercise that demonstrates that.
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ASK PARTICIPANTS: How does Unconscious Bias negatively impact work dynamic?How does is affect communication?How does it negatively affect trust?What happens to creativity and innovation?
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Presentation Notes
FEAR is a driving force for Unconscious Bias- apprehension of the unknown or misgivings from preconceived (negative) notions (stereotypes) tends to feed our fear.Harvard University IAT= Implicit Association Test: Pre-Work take test on either, Race/Age/Gender. It gives you an idea of any Unconscious (Implicit) Bias you may have. The first step in addressing Unconscious Bias is to become aware.ASK PARTICIPANTS:What can we do to combat unconscious bias in our coalitions and our community engagements? What are some successful best practices that help you increase engagement and/or created an inclusive engagement?The letters in the work LISTEN also spell SILENT.
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https://www.menti.com/al9rr13cidcx
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Presentation Notes
Video URL: https://vimeo.com/381439440
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Presentation Notes
Mary Parker Follett is the mother of Business Management and Organizational Behavior. She coined the term, a "Win-Win".A business behavior principle that she identified early on was that organizations and groups who valued collaboration versus ruling over them, create power for the group rather than keeping it for themselves.By operating this way, an organization maximizes on the knowledge and rich experience each person brings to the table. A "Win-Win" mindset focuses on mutual interests and benefits rather than position and power- it allows everyone to gain something through collaboration.
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ASK PARTICIPANTS:1) Type in the Chat if you were able to review the documents on Power Over versus Power With2) 
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Presentation Notes
Community work will not have long term success when the Power With dynamics is utilized.It does not feel great to work in this environment.
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DISPLAY A ROLLING SCREEN OF THE RESULTSHAVE DISCUSSION
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Presentation Notes
ASK PARTICIPANTS:1) Type in the Chat if you were able to review the documents on Power Over versus Power With2) 
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Always Be Prioritizing

Don't fall victim to "check-list" marketing. That is, don't feel compelled to create a giant list of all the marketing activities you can possibly execute. Hold on to the focus you established with your Big Goal and Growth Plan. Pick the 3 most important aspects of your marketing plan that will drive 80% of your results. Position these as your big levers. You will not be derailed from making them a success.  
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ASK PARTICIPANTS:1) Where do you do your best creative thinking at? (shower, sleeping, daydreaming, exercising, etc.)2) Why are those settings conducive to innovative thinking?
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Presentation Notes
Tricia Hersey is a native of the South Side of Chicago, her family has roots in Mississippi and Louisiana. She's an artist, author, and speaker. Tricia created The Nap Ministry as a call for to gift ourselves with regular rest and restoration. She approaches wellness through napping as a way to move beyond mainstream self-care, to give ourselves permission to freely rest through which opens up our imagination and creativity via dreaming.
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ASK PARTICIPANTS:1) What are you grateful for today? Type answer in the Chat box or say aloud.2) What do you do to unwind and relax when you only have a small amount of time? (park far away from the door to get a brisk walk/exercise, 2-3 minute gratitude journal, say a prayer or affirmation, etc.)3) How does your mode of rest restore your creative juices? Calming Strategies are not designed to rid us of our problems or concerns. Instead, it helps us refocus our thoughts and reset our minds so that we can get a reprieve and approach/tackle our situation without heightened stress- allows us to channel the creative side of our brains and explore a plethora of new ideas.
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Presentation Notes
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SPW98YD
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Presentation Notes
Monique McDaniels is a passionate thought-leader, creative engineer, and consensus builder. Her personal brand statement is to live a principle-centered life, committed to continuous intellectual, spiritual, and physical development, with a devotion to creating value in each role she fills—family member, friend, community leader and trendsetter. She strives to embrace learning opportunities, approach life experiences with a spirit of enthusiasm and passion, and create a lasting, positive impact in all aspects of her life. Monique has worked in the creative and engagement spaces for nearly 20 years in various roles representing brands like Chick-fi-A, Institutions of Higher Education, Federal, State and Local Governments and now as the VP of Community Engagement for Goodwill Industries of SC.She is a graduate of both Francis Marion and Clemson Universities as well as a graduate of Leadership Columbia and Columbia College’s LeaderSHIFT program for women executives. Monique’s favorite quote and life’s motto is by Maya Angelo--“My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some passion, some compassion, some humor, and some style.” Monique believes every day is filled with rainbows and unicorns!
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